
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – MARCH & APRIL 2019 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING MARCH & APRIL 2019 

 
1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 03.03.2019 at KRNT of HYB division, Train No. 12798 

CTO –KCG Exp. with Locos 14923/14617 WDG3A/KZJ, while admitting in KRNT 1st loop line 

(PF-1), the trailing loco 14617 leading trolley all three wheels derailed towards LH side of Point 

No.25A. There were no casualties and injuries.  

Cause of the accident: “abnormal twist in the track”,. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. Y.Srinivasa Rao SSE/P.Way/KRNT  

2. Sri. Naga Ratna Kumar, JE/P. Way/KRNT. 

Secondary :  Sri. N.C.S. Varma, ADEN/KRNT 

Blameworthy :  Nil. 

Rules violated:       1. Para No.607(5) of IRPWM(ACS 139 and 149). 

  2. Para No.224(5)(h) of updated IRTMM, 

Matters brought to light:  

1. As per the Log book maintained by control office/Sr.DOM/HYB, ARME (MRV)/SC&GTL 

was ordered at 02.25 hrs, and cancelled at 03.20 hrs. As per log book ARMEs of SC 

and GTL were not left till cancellation from SC & GTL even after lapse of 55 minutes as 

against 15 minutes 

2. As per the Log book maintained by control office/Sr.DOM/HYB, ART of SC and GTL 

was ordered at 02.25hrs and ART/SC & ART/GTL left at 03.40hrs i.e. after lapse of 1 hr 

15 minutes as against 45 minutes. 

3. There was a derailment of wagon No. SE 30079372401 BCNE 9 th from engine at KRNT 

yard on 03.10.2018. Inquiry conducted by a committee headed by ADEN/KRNT failed to 

conduct the inquiry judiciously with prudence. Instead of bringing the actual cause of the 

accident, it appears on record the committee without much elaboration of reasons, fixed 

the responsibility on LP as the cause of jerk. Had the committee brought the actual 

cause of the accident, this derailment (Loco of Venkatadri) would have not occurred.  

Joint readings taken for track were not recorded properly: In the sketch submitted by 

SSE/PW/KRNT it is mentioned as „Wheel Mounted Area Sleeper No.47‟. However, while 

taking track readings the zero station has been taken as „point of drop‟, if point of mount is 

on Sleeper No.47. He is not aware why point of mount was not taken as zero station. Joint 

statement, the cross levels for the first two sleepers in rear of zero station are shown as LL. 

After that, neither LL nor RL is marked against readings for the next 14 sleepers. Again, at 

station No.4 LL is written. After that upto Station No.15 neither LL nor RL is marked against 

readings. Not even „ditto‟ marks have been recorded next to the readings. As President of 

the Inquiry Committee, he did not question the supervisors about this lapse.   

The committee has concluded that jerk given by the LP is the cause of the accident but 

chairman failed to explain how the loco pilot can give jerk when train is in motion.   



if derailment is because of empties and loads being in the same formation and the same are 

being pushed, then the cause of accident is wrong marshalling of wagons and not jerk. 

4. There are no instructions to take readings and record the measurement in the Register 

after the manual packing. 

 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

 

1. While accepting the findings, matter brought to light and suggestion and recommendations, 

Sr.DSO and accepting authority shall ensure that inquiry was conducted impartially with 

sufficient wisdom, judiciousness as per the guidelines given in the accident manual. 

2. Instructions to take readings and record the measurement in the Register after the manual 

packing for the post tamping work may be issued. It will be basis for making contractual 

payments. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Fire in train): On 05.03.2019 at GLP station of BZA Division, Train No. 

12890 YSP – TATA Exp. with Locos 25007/WAP4/BZA, while passing GLP station, Pantry Car 

Manager pulled the Alarm Chain due to fire in the pantry car (SE WCB 998806), 9th from 

Train Engine and train was stopped at 646/38 of GLP station. Pantry car and S-1 coach 

was isolated from the formation. There were no casualties and injuries.  

Cause of the accident: “short circuit in the control panel cubicle of the pantry car”. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. Mr.Dilip Kumar mandal, JE/Elec/TL/TATA 

2. Sri P.K.Sinha, SSE/Elec/TL/TATA 

Secondary :  NIL 

Blameworthy: NIL 
Matters brought to light:  

1. Safety certificate of Pantry car for every departing train issued by mechanical and 

electrical department is not available with pantry car. 

2. This coach was converted for induction heating duly modifying the circuit during 2013. At that 

time a control panel was provided near the doorway of the Pantry car. Subsequently during 

2015 the coach was again reverted back to LPG cooking. 

3. On 27.02.19, the same rake in placement at Amritsar station platform.  At around 11.55 

hours, Pantry Car Manager observed sparks and sound in the under gear of the pantry car.  

He got announcement mode through announcer of PA system in hindi and Punjabi, 

requesting for Electrical staff. The announcer made the announcements in PA system. 

Subsequently, pantry car owner also approached the SS of ASR station and obtained a 

statement. After the announcement, no electrical staff attended the coach.  

4. This particular pantry car had unsafe condition regarding the gas cylinder by the side of gas 

bank when compared to standard. The distance between burners and gas bank is very less 

Suggestions and Recommendations  

1. With a view to prevent fire incidence in the Pantry car, strict compliance of Do’s/Don’ts 

given in the Board Lr. No.2011/Safety-i/18/1 dated 24.05.2011. 

2. PANTRY CAR STAFF shall 

a. Ensure that there are no gas leakages. 



b. Ensure that specified number of gas outlets only to be used. 

c. Gas cylinders are kept on proper rack including upper shelf duly clamped if any. 

d. Gas regulator, flame arrester & pressure gauge are in working order. 

e. Ensure that Gas manifold is available. 

f. Ensure that Exhaust fans are working. 

g. Ensure that all main doors are free to be opened. 

h. Ensure that Passages are kept free for movement. 

i. Ensure that Vestibule area, passage, pantry car & LPG chamber are kept cleaned. 

j. Ensure that adequate numbers of fire extinguishers should be clamped/ hanged at 

nominated place and should not overdue for refilling. 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 08.03.2019 at SEM station of SC division, train No. 

SMET / HAS goods consisting of 42 BCN wagons loaded with cement and 1-BVZC hauled by 

Engine No‟s 16777 + 16774 derailed at Crossing point No. 20 B SEM station by its 5-wagons viz 

(i) BCNAMI 30019562466/CR-33rd from TE,  (ii) BCNMI 30039062274/NR-34th from TE, (iii) 

BCNAHSMI 31140556102/SE – 35th from TE, (iv) BCNAMI 132940/SE – 36th from TE and (v) 

BCNAMI 90069876/SR 37th from TE at about 22:15 hrs while coming on to road No. 3 from  

Vasavadatta cement siding 

Cause of the accident: due to uneven loading on the wagon 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Vasavadatta Cement Siding/SEM 

Matters brought to light: No standard loading pattern for BCN/BCNA wagons available 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Loading pattern diagrams should be issued/reiterated to all concerned by C&W  Dept. 

2. Turnout taking off from up main line to goods common loop line is 1 in 8 ½ layout, this may 

be upgraded to 1 in 12 for easing of the radius of the turnout. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 09.03.2019 at GTL yard of GTL division, at around 

23.20hrs movement was given for LE 22903/ED/WAP4 towards MKR end from Road No.10 and 

another movement for LE 30727 was given towards TIM end from Road No.7. The plan was to 

keep LE 22903 in the front and LE 30727 next to it as per the requirement. Shunt signal No. 91 

was taken for LE 30727 to Road No. 10. While it was entering to Road No.10, shunter of LE 

22903 also started moving towards Rd.10 without ensuring the aspect of Shunt signal No. 92 

which was at „ON‟ position and passed the shunt signal at Danger. Due to that the loco derailed 

by eleven wheels at trap point No.82. 

Cause of the accident: LP passed shunt signal No.92 in „ON‟ position without ensuring its 

aspect. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. Rajeev Kumar, LP/Goods/GTL working as shunter 

Secondary: nil 
Blameworthy: NIL 
Matters brought to light:  

1. LP did not inform to on duty Dy.SS/South Cabin nor Dy.SS/Outdoor/GTL about the 

derailment 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Shunter shall be more vigilant during shunt movements in the yard i.e. ensure correct signal 

for correct line. 

2. Shunters shall be frequently counselled by CLIs i.e. foot plate shunting. 



3. Owing to the evidences, the narration about giddiness of Sri. Rajeev Kumar LP/Goods/GTL 

seems to be far from truth. However, keeping in view the safety of railway and its property. It 

is recommended that he should undergo special medical examination/better he should be 

grounded. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Trail through): On 13.03.2019 at TSR station of BZA division, vide TC 

order 13/02 ordered to intercept locos BOXN 2:366423854 with RTPM 31237. 02121hts 

incoming Loco's of BOXN given movement to DN top point duly taking OFF down starter No .4 

and cleared at 02,32hrs. At 02:33 hrs RTPM incoming locos 31237 given SH 8 to down top 

point, cleared 02:40hrs. At 02:55hrs ACLE 31237 given return movement duly reversing point 

No. 18, but LP refused to move stating trouble in point 20 (x over). On duty SM allowed loco's 

duly clamping point, 18 on to down loop. At 02:45hrs cross over No.20 flashing at TSR station. 

S&T staff attending. Informed test room at 03.2Ohrs  DY.SS/TSR informed that while 

intercepting wtth RTPM-31237 and BOXN 23854+28386, loco No 31237 moved on shunt signal 

taken oft and point No.20 trailed through.  

Cause of the accident: SM/TSR failed to ensure the completion of the movement physically 

and operated point 20(rusty rail) knob when the loco is moving on points. Due to rusty rails 

SMR/TSR got the track clearance. Though the human failure persists system has to protect not 

to release the rote whereas already one MU locos is occupied the 3/4/5 track, due to rusty rails 

remaining sequence of operations fulfilled caused to release the route. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. Sasikanth Kumar/SM/TSR 

Secondary: nil 
Blameworthy: NIL 
Matters brought to light:  

1. There is no system to find out the rusty rail or no movement on track for more than 24 hours. 

2. Rusty rail caps are not supplied to the TSR station.  

3. SSE/SIG/TEL afraid of safety to run the trains on damaged point No.20-B till day light 

ensuring though the trailing point (damaged) was clamped properly. 

4. Though the indications appeared on the panel about defective point no.20 SM/TSR is failed 

to identify and taken OFF the shunt signal No.21 causes to confusion regarding the safety.  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. LP of Loco No.31237 may be awarded suitably for his good work i.e., though the shunt 

signal was taken OFF on his personal involvement in work he got down and checked the 

point since he heard the sound while passing over the point No.20-B and found there is a 

gap of about 20mm between tongue rail and stock rail. Due to his keen and prompt action in 

his work probable derailment of loco was avoided. 

2. A system shall be introduced like setting of station time as advised at particular time to make 

a record about non movement of vehicles on track for more than 24 hours.  

3. Rusty rail caps to be supplied to all stations. 

4. Wherever rusty rail portions are available analog axle counter may be used along with track 

circuit. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 18.03.2019. at RMY station  of SC division. At about 

11.00hrs, while train No. BCN(E) Goods was entering RMY station, one wagon(empty BCNA 

wagon No.NR-300399 64905) 5th from rear derailed on loop line. 

Cause of the accident: due to the combined effect of the lateral wear on the rail and concave 

shape and scratch marks on side bearer of the wagon resulting into the trolley not able to 



negotiate the curve freely causing mounting of the wheel on the rail and resulting into 

derailment. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: NIL  

Secondary:  

a. SSE/P.WAY/TDU for not noticing the lateral wear on the rail gauge face for a length of 5 

meters. 

b. SSE/C&W/MRJ  (Pune Division of Central Railway) for not noticing the development of 

concave shape formed due to wear and scratch marks on side bearer of the wagon while 

issuing fresh BPC on 17.03.2019 

Blameworthy: NIL 
Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations`  

1. Thorough inspection of the wagons including under gear for any wear to be conducted while 

issuing BPC. 

2. As far as possible, rails to be renewed early without waiting till the threshold values of wear 

are reached since derailments may be caused due to combination of other factors also. 

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 05.04.2019 at 16.50 hrs at KSLK siding/COA of BZA 

division, while pulling NTPG/N rake from Spur-07 of KSLK Siding 4 wagons (31 – 34th from 

Engine) derailed after passing wagons height measuring gauge near OHE Mast 04/E/31.  

Cause of the accident: Engine derailed near height gauge due to mounting of wheels over the 

heaps of dropped coal and derailed on left side. The coal heaps were formed due to scrapping 

of excess loaded coal by height gauge beam.  

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri BHOTRA Shipping Services PVT.Ltd who has loaded the commodity in KSLK siding 

Spur No. 07 for not ensuring the correct profile during loading of Coal and also not clearing 

the dropped coal at near height gauge. 

Rules Violated: IRCA Goods Tariff No.41, Part-I Clause No. 128 and Clause No. 133. 

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: NIL 

Matters brought to light:NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. After dispatch of every rake track should be cleared before giving track clearance certificate. 

2. Sufficient time should be given for track clearance between two consecutive loadings. 

3. One responsible supervisor by the loading agency should be deputed at height gauge to 

monitor and clear the any droppings from wagons at height gauge. 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 08.04.2019 at SC station of SC division, Tr. No. 47209 HYB-

FM MMTS-Passenger while on its scheduled run, passed SC Dn-Home Signal S1 at Danger at 

about 13:23 hours and stopped at distance of 125.90 mts beyond the stop signal (within the 

BOL limit) while approaching SC station..  

 

In this incident there is no casualty / injury to any person and no interruption to through line of 

running. 

 

Cause of the accident:  passing signal at danger by the LP 



Responsibility 

Primary: Sri K Jagan Mohan, LP/Goods/SC. 

Rules Violated: GR-3.80  

Secondary:  NIL 

Blameworthy: NIL 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. All monitoring LI‟s should also keep track of LP/ALP‟s family / finance and any other 

related issues that affects safe working of trains and counsel accordingly,    

 

9. Brief of the Accident (Fire on train): On 09.04.2019 train No. 12759 Charminar Exp 

arrived HYB of SC division at 08:15 hrs on PF-6. Fan & Lights of all the coaches were 

switched off and after the entire passenger de-boarded the train, the Doors & Shutters 

of the coaches were closed by 09:00 hrs and the empty rake remained there on PF-6. At 

about 10:30 hours smoke was noticed in coach No. 05410/C GS SC (1st coach from 

SLR).  

The coach was separated and Fire in the coach was put off at 11:10 hours by using 
water and Fire Extinguishers      . 
There is no casualty and running of trains were not affected due to this fire accident. 
Cause of the Accident: miscreant activity subject to the final forensic findings. 

      Responsibility:  

Primary: Outsider, other than Railway staff. 
Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: SSE/C&W/HYB-for not ensuring proper closing and locking of windows 

and doors of the coaches after arrival of the train.  
Matters brought to light: It can be seen from CCTV footage, that doors were not closed, 

as some passengers were seen going inside and getting down from coach adjacent to 

the culprit coach at even after 1000 hrs. Outsourcing staff and concerned C&W 

supervisor responsible for padlocking of the doors, windows after arrival have not 

ensured proper closing and locking of the windows and doors.  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. SSE/C&W/HYB should ensure proper closing and locking of windows and doors 
immediately after arrival, after de-boarding of passengers, before sending the 
formation for maintenance. 

2. More CCTV cameras to be installed on platforms for wider coverage. 
 

10. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 10.4.2019, Train No. KPCC Up Goods hauled by 

Engine Nos. 70545 + 70507 WDG4/GY consisting of 59 BOXN wagons loaded with coal 

and 1 Brake. While on run on Up line between Chitgidda (CTF) and Vikarabad (VKB) 

stations of SC division, 11 wagons derailed at KM-114/25-15 at about 04:25 hours. In all 

eleven (11) wagons i.e., 40th to 50th from engine derailed. Out of the 11 wagons, 7 

wagons i.e., 44th to 50th from engine (10th to 16th from the Break Van) got capsized and 

the 4 derailed wagons are 40th to 43rd from engine (17th to 20th from the Brake Van). The 

derailed wagons & the capsized wagons got separated with a gap of about 176 meters.  

There is no casualty or injury to any person due to this derailment.  

Cause of the accident: The FB weld fatigue failure 



Responsibility; None is held responsible since it is due to sudden material impact failure 

(FB Weld fatigue failure). 

Matters brought to light:  

1. The brake blocks for two wagons are not available and grazing marks are available 
on wheels including 2nd derailed wagon which are ahead of the capsized wagons (44 
to 50th wagon). 
 

2. As per the joint observation point 2, senior supervisors brought out that 40 th wagon 

no.10079625763 in bulged condition and also uneven loading by variation of 1%. 

Suggestions & Recommendations:  

1. As deposed by SSE/P Way/VKB, about 35kms rail in Up direction ( SC-WD section) 

is of 52kg rails and have completed 88% of GMT. It requires immediate sanction and 

replacement as all loaded trains are passing on Up direction, it is required to be 

replaced immediately. 

2. Till such time the replacement of these rails, USFD testing with hand probing FB 

weld in the entire up direction line from SNF to Wadi is recommended. 

 

11. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 11.04.2019 at Purna yard of NED division, while 

pulling empty rake of Train No.57522 with 9 coaches with loco No.14917 WDM3A/KZJ 

from pit line to shunting neck point No.101 trailed through since point was not set in 

favour of shunting neck and while pushing back to new line rear trolley of Coach 

No.96406 GS SC taken two routes following two coaches SC GS 99455 & SC GS 

07425 got all wheels derailed at 12.15hrs. 

Cause of the accident: While proceeding towards shunting neck correct setting of point 

was not ensured and backed the train on trailed through point. 

Primary Responsible:  

1. Sri. Shashikanth Rohidas Ugale, Pointsman/PAU 

2. Sri. Manoranjan Kumar, SM/PAU 

3. Sri. Hari kamal Meena, ALP working as shunter. 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Hand signals are not being used by the shunting staff during shunting operations and 

not being ensured by the Shunter also. 

2. Multiple shunting activities are going on at PAU yard at a time therefore outdoor 

SM/PAU could concentrate in one place/area only. 

3. Shunter is performing the shunting purely on instructions given over walkie talkie and 

not personally ensuring the point. 

Suggestions & Recommendations:  

1. Locopilot/shunter to be made equally responsible during movement of trains over 

non interlocked points. 

2. The strength of pointman at every yards where multiple shunting is done should be 

increased. 

3. CUG phones to be provided to pointsman working in yards. 

4. Before shunting at non interlocked points the gap between stock and tongue rail 

should be ensured and clamped properly. 



5. Films/videos of the causes of various accidents should be shown to safety related 

staff. 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

SOUTH CABIN/RU 

 In SWR it is mentioned that the SWRD based on IPU.2067/G. But it is indeed 

based on IPU.2067/G/Alt.9. Alteration number also needs to be mentioned. 

 Calling on initiation counter clubbed this Route Cancellation counter. This 

needs to be separated. 

 For most of the cases there is no entry for 21-24hrs duty in the Station Diary. 

 On 27.07.17 UNIMAT was sent from RU and clear to CRS, authority T.465 

was issued. To clear into CRS, it is appropriate to send UNIMAT on shunting 

order since CRS is a siding. 

SMR OFFICE/RU 

 As per failure Register at North cabin on 11.02.2019 point No.28 failed due to 

trail through by AC Loco 30256 from Rd.5. But this is not entered in Accident 

Register 

 Accident Register entry on 13.07.2018 at 03.15 hrs. Loco No.14630 derailed 

at Pt. No.186 in Coaching yard while backing to milk siding.  Pointsmen Sri. K. 

Guruswamy was held responsible punishment imposed is to be recorded. 

 There is no record of detonators supplied to station. Entry is not made either in 

the fog signal register/station detonator register or in any register. 

MRM STATION 

 In SWR issued on 22.11.2008 stabling is not permitted at Mamandur station. 

But in the same page stabling precautions are given. This is self contradictory. 

In SWR issued on 01.12.2013, the restriction for stabling is removed. Reasons 

imposing and removing the restriction needs to be reviewed. It is advised to 

restrict the stabling on main line only but not on all lines as per the board 

guidelines. 

 A condition is put in SWR stating “No shunting shall be performed using slip 

siding point”.  The instruction is not clear.  Proper language needs to be used 

for clear understanding. 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

RU YARD 

 Track alignment, surface attention in RU yard, points and crossing portion 

needs to be attended on priority. 

 Crossover/overall length of points is inadequate causing kinks in crossover 

portion & turnout portions needs to be provided. 

 Entry/Exit sleepers in points & crossings are missing/not provided on Main line 

& Turnout portions need to be provided. 



 SEJs – reference pillars are to be adjusted. Gaps to be ensured according to 

rail temperature. Tie Angulars are to be provided. 

 Broken PSC sleepers & fittings missing/broken to be recouped/provided in RU 

yard especially in apron track. 

 RU Yard-Road no.2 Fish plate bolts and ERC fittings are missing at various 

locations, ensure 100% full complement of fittings. The key man concerned 

shall be taken up under DAR and report compliance. 

Motor Trolley Inspection from RU to MRM Stations: 

 Track alignment, surface attention between RU – BLPE Dn line, points and 

crossing portion needs to be attended on priority. 

 Low cess, inadequate cess between RU – BLPE down line. 

 MRM – BLPE Dn line in 157 & 158 KMs, large number of defective SKV welds 

are protected with Joggled Fish Plate. TWR may be planned as per priority. 

 Km 136/6-14, 137/22-26, 137/28-30, 140/20-24, 144/4-12, 145/18-24, 146/12-18, 

151/6-8, 156/12-16 -  Alignment and surface needs improvement. 

 

Steel Girder Bridge No.226 at KM 150/0-2 between MRM-BLPE stations: 

a. Steel channel sleeper numbers are not marked. 

b. Screw spikes of guard rail are not holding properly on approaches of bridge. 

c. Track on bridge approach on RU end; checked unevenness using 7.2m chord at 

3.6m interval and found 5mm is low on LH rail. Approach track needs attention.  

d. Alignment on bridge proper to be attended. 

 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department:; 
During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

RU STATION 

 While taking the Disconnection for maintenance of the Block Instrument, Station 

Master are not signing at the bottom of the seal/endorsement (no train in the block 

section) which is required to be done. Same thing is observed not only at south 

cabin but also at north cabin, Mamanduru and Balepalle stations. 

 Checked Disconnection/Reconnection Register for the Engineering Joint work and 

found that the work memo for joint work is required to be given by Engineering 

Department before taking Disconnection.  Same thing is observed not only at 

south cabin but also at north cabin, Mamanduru and Balepalle stations 

 Checked the Joint Inspection of the track band Register between SSE/S/RU & 

SSE/TRD/RU and found that the Joint Inspection was done on 20.02.2019.  The 

compliance of deficiencies are yet to be attended. Same thing is observed not only 

at south cabin but also at north cabin, Mamanduru and Balepalle stations 

 Point No.23B LH and Point No.24A RH Housing to be improved. 

 Checked Cable meggerring Register and found that last Meggerring was done on 

12.01.18 which is due for this year.    

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 



During the safety audit inspection of RU, MRM & BLPE stations of GTL division 

conducted on 26/27.05.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

 Booking of crew in CMS under “Fetch as per rule,”  

Jan-2019 Fetch as per rule 97.13 %. 

Feb-2019 Fetch as per rule 96.72 %. 

Mar-2019 Fetch as per rule 83.97 %. 

Note: - Due to Southern Railway staff are not update their particulars in concerned 

depots CMS, such as TVT, AJJ, JTJ & MAS Fetch as per rule was coming down. 

 

 Tested Positive cases:- 

On 31.3.2019, Sri D. Gangadhar, LP/ M/Exp./MAS/S. Rly, while signing “ON” tested 

positive with  35mg/100ml with BA equipment A800385.Second time also tested 

positive with 28mg/100ml.As per CCC/RU, he was sent to MS/CRS/Rly. Hospital for 

collecting blood sample. So far D&AR action report not advised by MAS division of 

S.Rly. 

 More than 12 hours cases are in high side. Divisional authorities should   control the 

cases. 

 In Abnormality statements some closing remarks are being mentioned as „informed 

to concerned dept./Official‟.  But the actual action taken to rectify the abnormality 

cited by the crew should be mentioned.. 

 From abnormality statement, it is noticed that locos are being permitted to work with 

all 4 fire extinguishers over due.  This practice shall be discontinued. 
 Sri K. Chandra Sekhar, Sr. Tech./TRD, RC done on 15.02.2014, due on 14.02.2019. 

2) Sri Althaf   Hussain, Sr. Tech./TRD, RC done on 10.02.2014 due on 09.02.2019. 
5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
 It seems only 72% Hydrants found working. And 35 Hydrants found leaking. Action 

is to be initiated immediately to rectify  this watering problem. 

 Upon verification of correspondence, It was observed  that there is a dispute 

between Depts of  Engg   and C&W going on , in the aspect of maintenance of 

watering hydrants. 

 No proper seating arrangement for C&W staff to observe rolling examination on 

either side of RU junction. 

ART 

 No pathway/lighting is available on the other side of ART. 

 It was found that, a spare set of Buffer height gauge, step gauge, and Thread wear 

recorder (These three) was not available. Action is to be initiated to procure those 

three to keep as spare whenever the existing set is sent for calibration. 

 S Coach No. SCRT 92434 due for IOH and wagon No. SEBCNAHSEM1 

3107940838. Due Coach No. for POH repairs. Spare Coach and wagon available 

awaiting for transhipment 

**** 

 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

4.59. Moving of train carrying passengers after it has been stopped at a 
station:- 
When a train carrying passengers has been brought to a stand at a station, 
whether alongside, beyond or short of the platform, the Loco Pilot shall not 

move it, except under orders of the Guard or to avert an accident. 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
4.60. Guard not to leave train till handed over:- 
No Guard shall leave his train until it has been properly handed over in 
accordance with special instructions. 
S.R.4.60. On arrival of the train at the end of the journey or at the Guard changing 
station, the Guard and Brakesman shall hand over the brake-van equipment and train 
papers, parcels, luggage, etc., as required and sign the Guard„s „on„ and „off„ duty 
register. 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
15.17. Duties of Gangmate and Gangman when apprehending danger.–– 
If a Gangmate or Gangman considers that the line is likely to be rendered 
unsafe, or that any train is likely to be endangered in consequence of any defect 
in the way or works or of abnormal rain or floods or any other occurrence, he 
shall take immediate steps for securing the stability of the line and the safety of 
trains, by using the prescribed signals for trains to proceed with caution or to 
stop, as necessity may require; and shall as soon as possible report the 
circumstances to the nearest Station Master 
and the Inspector of Way or Works. 

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 
Appndix-XIII, para 5 
When the situation mentioned in group (C) arises, the work shall commence only 
after traffic staff accepts Disconnection Notice. 


